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Since the Greeks the category imagination has been configured to belong to poets and gods-far from therapy-seeking doctors, although shamans among doctors interpreted the imagination's dreams; this proprietary status despite the more recent medicalization of the imagination (the article is crucial) as an anatomical region of the corpora fabrica in the Renaissance and Enlightenment. By the time of the French Revolution the imagination had been medicalized (i.e., mechanized, anatomized, physiologized, neuralized) to such degree that it was unthinkable to visualize its operations other than mechanically (these were visual conceptions or pictures in words) or apart from material foundations. Enter Charcot, Freud, and Jung and still another view predominates. Yet A desideratum is sometimes lodged against books like this on lines that they are not explicit about the moment of interface between creative act and physiological process. In this instance, the dream act and the medical components on which dreams depend. Traditional literary critics, uninformed about the transdisciplinary status of the organic life sciences, are especially prone to this artificial rift between a presumed bodiless psychology and mindless physiology; partly so because they cannot conceive that sublime "poetic imagination" would stoop to anatomical innards (dare one say bowels?) of mindbody dualism.
Yet even poets, writers, and composers have proclaimed the last word on the matter, confirming that Dr Ford has nothing to fret about. Rabelais, a doctorwriter of the finest type, yearned to know about the bellies of Sophocles and Pindar. Swift pondered what Rabelais ate and dreamed. Freud, in a famous passage in Civilization and its discontents, rhapsodized on Rabelais' digestion as the key to his fecund mind. And so forth down through Western civilization. Ford is helpful in putting the pieces back together again. Lang, 1998, pp. 666, £33.00, DM 89.00, $51.95 (3-631-33499-0) .
Karl Heinz Bloch is not the first to study masturbation. Indeed, over the last decades, a rather standard interpretation has emerged. The (abbreviated) story runs something like this. Before Samuel Tissot's work on onanism appeared in the 1760s, few besides churchman were especially anxious about masturbation. It counted, to be sure, as a sin and generally as an unnatural one like homosexuality and bestiality. Medical opinion, however, could condone masturbation and some physicians deemed immoderate restraint harmful to health. This relative air of tolerance suddenly disappeared in the mid to late eighteenth century when a series of secondrate physicians "sounded the alarm" with their shrill insistence that masturbation was "above all for young people extremely dangerous" (p. 54). Self-abuse stunted growth, sapped the ability to conceive and bear children, sensibly diminished bodily strength, underlay a whole series of diseases (ranging from failing memory to dyspepsia to general cachexia), and could, in extreme cases, terminate in early death. The assault launched by medical men and educational reformers (from Jean-Jacques Rousseau to Johann Basedow and beyond) ended the age of forbearance and ushered in a vigorous and even brutal offensive on masturbating youth. The war on masturbation was somehow linked to the growing power of the bourgeoisie and the imposition of bourgeois morality and virtues as societal norms.
Most of this interpretation Karl Heinz Bloch shows to be either wrong or misguided. First, no golden age of "masturbatory bliss" or even mere indifference ever existed. Masturbation before the eighteenth century was adjudged a serious sin and medical opinion split on its benefits or risks. Second, important forerunners pre-dated Tissot and the educational reformers of the eighteenth century. John Locke's emphasis on the child and on the necessity for forming a sound mind in a sound body was one root of the rising concern about the effects of masturbation. Rousseau also sounded the
